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Team Minutes for 6/10/2020
Lincoln County Amateur Radio Team

   
In attendance:     Jose Douglas KB1TCD,  Basil Bowen KC1KXR,  Giff  Hammar 
K1GAH, Casey Stevens KC1GOT, John Porter WB3JBK, Patricia Porter KA3AAG, 
Bob Mcfetridge N1VVH, Adam Bowen KC1KJT, Ernie Richards K1NI, Patty 
Hammar K1PCH,  John Oakes KC1DGG, Blaine Kimball W1VLU, Warren Grant 
KT4GA .

Originally scheduled to meet outside at Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Park, due 
to the WX it was moved indoors to the learning center.  Seating was arranged 
for safe distancing for the members.
Previous meeting minutes accepted  

Casey opened the meeting at 18:15.

Team updates

LCART Lincoln Health-Miles Team
Team members: Casey, Ernie, Joe, Mark, Dave, and John Lawrence, Carl 

No News

LCART EmComm Vehicle Team
Team Members: John Oakes, Ed, Giff, Norm, and Ernie

There was an update on the hambulance mast by John Oakes, KC1DGG. 
The project of antenna adapter for the mast has come to a stand still due 
to businesses closing, the aluminum welder that was scheduled to do 
the welding has given up and retired, we are l ooking for another welder 
that can weld aluminum. Meanwhile a makeshift adapter will be made by 
John so we can put a vertical antenna on the mast for Field Day.

LCART Station at the Lincoln Co. EOC Team
Team Members: Karl, John Oakes, Matt, John Lawrence, Giff, and Ernie
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EMA office opened earlier this week with an alternating schedule of one 
employee present per day with others working from home. Working from 
home has worked well for Lincoln County EMA.

Repeater

No updates.  

Monday Night Net

2m Monday net has had diminishing check ins in the last few weeks 
while the Sunday 75m net has had an increase in check ins.

Sunday ME Emergency Net

Jose has been running the net with 8 to 10 check-in's.   

SET Exercise 

We still have the Fire Station 2 meter project on the back burner, since 
antennas have changed we talked about doing all Fire Stations again, not 
just the ones with no previous coverage or the ones we missed.

Jose, KB1TCD, brought up talks about a digital SET exercise in October 
that Waldo County is planning and the possibility of our participation.  There is
also talks of a Red Cross SET on the works.

Other Discussions

Jose also mentioned that there is a new ARRL SEC for ME, Robert Gould, 
N1WJO from Casco, ME. One of his missions is to bring young people 

into the hobby, we look forward to working with him. He has been checking in 
to the Sunday ME Emergency Management net on 75m regularly.

 

 
Adjourn at 18:40 then Continued into LCARC meeting
 
Next Meeting: 

August 12, 2020
6:00 PM
Newcastle Fire House ( Tentative)
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Meeting Minutes for Lincoln County Amateur Radio Club – 6/10/2020

Jose Douglas KB1TCD - President Edward Wynne  N1WY -  
Treasurer

Giff Hammar K1GAH - Vice President      Joseph Devonshire  AB1YO 
-  Secretary

Originally scheduled to meet outside at Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Park, due 
to the WX it was moved indoors to the learning center.  Seating was arranged 
for safe distancing for the members.

  
Jose called the meeting to order at the end of the LCART Meeting.

The previous meeting minutes were reviewed and accepted.

Upcoming Events

Ernie, K1NI, is seriously considering doing FD from home as the FD rules have 
changed for this year as his YL, Beth has been having issues with her hips.

We discussed different options for antennas, Al Sirois, N1MHC (not present) is 
planning on bringing a beam that does 30, 20 and 17m, which only makes 20m
useful for FD. Ernie has a lightweight beam but chances
are he won't be at the event.

At this time we are planning on using a GAP Eagle vertical dipole antenna that 
resonates on 40, 20, 15 and 10m. We would hook up antenna to the 
hambulance mast and raise it about 30 feet. Ernie, K1NI, had
built an 80m dipole that is already in the hambulance which would also give us
80m coverage. We will probably use 20m horizontal hamsticks for the GOTA 
station.

The Hambulance as well as the EMA Comms trailer will be on site.

Pat Porter, KA3AAG, needs the callsigns of all hams that are participating in FD 
at the Lighthouse to give to the people at the booth so that they do not get 
charged admission to the park.

We will start setting up at 8am on Saturday the 27th of June.

Casey, KC1GOT, mentioned that the EMA could run an advert in the Lincoln 
County News and also have an article about FD published. Jose, KB1TCD, 
volunteered to write the article and to come up with ideas for the ad. 
(I've already submitted both to Casey)
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Also mentioned at the meeting was the upcoming test session in Whitefield 
that unfortunately coincides with FD making logistics a bit harder than usual. 
Giff, K1GAH, mentioned that there are two sessions, one at 9am and the other 
at 10:30am. It was stressed to call ahead and confirm if anyone was taking the
exam and that no walk ins were allowed.

Patty, K1PCH, is coming to Pemaquid Light to help set up early Saturday and 
Giff will come in after the exam session.

Warren, KT4GA, mentioned before he left that he would be available for set up 
as well.

Website

Giff is keeping it up to date with any info that is sent to him.

 

Adjourn at 7:50 PM

Next Meeting: 

August 12, 2020
6:00 PM
Newcastle Fire House (Tentative)

Tech Session

Prior to the meeting we had an outdoor  HF radio set up using a 20m 
mini ham stick antenna and a 75 amp/hr battery, 6 lighthouse contacts 
were made including a DX contact to Austria.

Meeting notes supplied by Jose KB1TCD.

Respectfully submitted, 
Joseph G. Devonshire – AB1YO
Secretary
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